Neurovascular coupling analyzed non-invasively in the human brain.
Most functional brain imaging methods detect neuronal activations indirectly through the accompanying neurovascular response. Here, we demonstrate that a novel methodological approach, the combination of DC-magnetoencephalography (DC-MEG) and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), allows non-invasive assessment of the dynamics of neurovascular coupling in the human brain: detecting directly slow neuronal processes (with time constants of 30s), DC-MEG revealed, even in unaveraged recordings, sustained neuronal activations at pericentral hand cortices contralateral to repetitive finger movements; these were accompanied by the ensuing local vascular response showing similar dynamical features as quantified by simultaneously recorded NIRS. This non-invasive approach opens a new avenue for the understanding of neurovascular coupling during physiological tasks as well as in diseases involving slow neuronal depolarization shifts and alterations of blood flow, such as stroke or migraine.